
Counseling

Spend Your Wednesday Lunch Breaks with Us!
From 12:00pm - 12:45pm (Eastern Time)

Have you ever just wished you could call or check in with a Thrive Therapist during the week? 
And then maybe you think about your schedule and our schedule, and how it may not be so 

easy to connect, and then you don’t? 
 What if there was a different, easier way to get those questions answered? 

Thrive Counseling is now offering a weekly scheduled telecall for all of our 
amazing clients (well, their parents of course!), where you can reconnect, ask 
any question you like, and get feedback for the benefit of everyone on the call.

Here’s how it will work:
Where/When: Live every Wednesday at noon, callers will connect from wherever you 
are to a dial-in phone line.
Cost: The call is set up as a FREE membership for all parents of Thrive Counseling 
Client (What a deal, right?)
**Long distance charges may apply based on your provider. 
Sign-Up: Just contact the Thrive Intake Department to get signed up. After a few simple 
questions- you will be given all the information you need to join in on the next call.    

to all parents

of thrive clients
F-R-E-E

What is the format of the call?

     These telecalls will be for quick questions! Like: “She’s refusing to do homework 
again! Help!”, or,“School’s here and I’m wondering about activities for him” or, 
“She’s having troubles with her friends!” etc.
    
    We encourage parents to submit questions during the week for the upcoming 
call. Don't worry, you will not be identified as the asker of the question, unless 
you wish to be! Sending questions in advance gives your Parenting Expert a feel 
for what the group wants to cover. Sometimes the therapist will set the general 
topic, other times it will be freeform. Your participation will guide the call.
   
 ***Please keep in mind that in no way are these calls a replacement for regularly scheduled 
therapy sessions! If you need one-on-one time, you’ll be reminded of this on the call and asked 
to schedule it.
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Our parenting experts are looking forward to the 
calls! They love hearing about how people are 
doing, and are looking forward to discovering 

what all of us can create together. 

FREE WEEKLY TELE-CALLS FOR PARENTS


